GREETINGS FOR THE NEW YEARS

The Armour Institute of Technology is entering the New Year with new-found optimism. While we feel that we have accomplished much in educational progress, we start the New Year with the determination to improve and make this year better than the last. This can be achieved only by the cooperation of the young man who makes up our student body. We are confident that the future inductees into the Institute will improve as we do, until we are among the leaders of the world's industries, and among them will be the leaders of the world, as we have practiced our profession in the universities.

FRATERNITY CONTESTS NOW TAKE SPOTLIGHT

Now that the little basketball war between fraternities has ended, the fraternities will be expected to compete in the Fraternity bazaar, which will be held on Saturday, January 26th. The bazaar will consist of a number of booths, each representing one of the fraternities. The object of the bazaar will be to sell merchandise and raise funds for the benefit of the fraternity.

FINAL TOUCHES MADE AS JUNIOR HOP APPROACHES

Selling of Bills Is Now Key Committee's Concern in Trim

The Junior Class will sponsor the annual Junior Hop this year, with the sale of Junior Class Bills being the key to the success of the event. The bills will be sold at the hop, and the proceeds will go to the Junior Class treasury.

Coffin Foundation Awards Fellowships

The terms of the Chalmers A. Coffin Foundation have been determined. The Coffin Foundation makes possible a fellowship program that awards a total of three fellowships annually. The fellowship is awarded to the best candidate who is a citizen of the United States and is enrolled in a graduate program in engineering or the allied sciences at a recognized university.

Cost of Half-Priced Tickets Is $5

A theatre party of 15, or more, which is to attend the Goetheanum in expression of sympathy with the German people, will be held at 300 East Chicago Avenue, New York, on the evening of December 7th. The party will be composed of 300 guests, and will include the following:

Christmas Concert Is Phenomenal Success

The success of the Armour Institute of Technology's annual Christmas concert was evident in the enthusiastic response of the audience. The concert was held on December 15th, and featured a variety of musical performances, including carolling, instrumental music, and a symphony orchestra. The audience was enthusiastic, and the concert was a resounding success.
The AFL-CIO and the Teamsters Union have been in a long-running dispute over the representation of workers at a large manufacturing plant in Chicago. The AFL-CIO, which represents organized labor, has accused the Teamsters of using aggressive tactics to thwart unionization efforts. The Teamsters, on the other hand, have denied these allegations and have accused the AFL-CIO of using unfair practices to undermine their efforts.

In an effort to resolve this ongoing conflict, both unions have been participating in mediation sessions facilitated by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). These sessions aim to facilitate open and honest discussions between the two parties to identify areas of disagreement and explore potential solutions.

Recent developments suggest that the parties may be nearing a resolution. Sources close to the negotiations have reported that both sides have made concessions, indicating a potential shift toward a more cooperative approach. However, significant differences remain, particularly over issues related to worker representation and the terms of any possible contract.

As the negotiations continue, both unions are likely to face pressure from their respective members and stakeholders to achieve a favorable outcome. The outcome of these discussions could have far-reaching implications for the labor landscape in the region, setting a precedent for future negotiations and the exercise of collective bargaining rights in the area.

It is important to note that any agreement reached must be subject to ratification by the workers involved. Until then, the standoff between the AFL-CIO and the Teamsters Union persists, with both parties committed to upholding their values and advocating for the interests of their members.

In the meantime, the ongoing dispute underscores the complexity of labor relations and the challenges faced by unions in representing workers in the modern workplace. It highlights the importance of engaging in constructive dialogue and finding common ground to address the concerns of all parties involved.
Do You Collect Air Mail Stamps? You're An Aerophilatelist.

The hobby of collecting air mail stamps and covers is rapidly growing in popularity, even among those who would not normally be associated with such interests. This is particularly true in today's fast-paced world, where the speed and efficiency of air travel are highly valued.

Value of First-Flight Covers Enhanced By Rare Postmarks

On a recent visit to the United States, a collector of airmail covers was thrilled to discover a rare postmark on one of his prized acquisitions. The postmark, which had been missing from his collection, was found on a cover from a 1920s flight over the Atlantic Ocean. The find added significantly to the value of the cover and brought great joy to the collector, who had been searching for it for years.

Carnegie Professor Develops New Process

The Carnegie Professor, known for his groundbreaking research in the field of aeronautics, has developed a new process for the production of lightweight composite materials. This process, which uses advanced carbon fiber technology, promises to revolutionize the aviation and aerospace industries.

Pennsylvania, Department of Transportation and PennDOT

PennDOT has announced a major new project aimed at improving transportation infrastructure in the state. The project, which has been years in the making, will involve the construction of new highways, bridges, and rail lines to improve connectivity and reduce traffic congestion.
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Carnegie Professor Develops New Process

A new process for the production of lightweight materials has been developed by the Carnegie Professor, a leading researcher in the field of aeronautics. The process uses advanced carbon fiber technology to create strong, durable materials that can be used in a variety of applications, from aerospace to sports equipment.

Pennsylvania, Department of Transportation and PennDOT

The Department of Transportation has announced a major new project aimed at improving transportation infrastructure in the state. The project involves the construction of new highways, bridges, and rail lines to improve connectivity and reduce traffic congestion.

The sky is the limit for the new technology being developed by the Carnegie Professor. The potential applications are vast, from aircraft and spacecraft to sporting goods and more.

Pennsylvania, Department of Transportation and PennDOT

The Department of Transportation has announced a major new project aimed at improving transportation infrastructure in the state. The project involves the construction of new highways, bridges, and rail lines to improve connectivity and reduce traffic congestion.

The sky is the limit for the new technology being developed by the Carnegie Professor. The potential applications are vast, from aircraft and spacecraft to sporting goods and more.
SANTA HARD ON CAGEMEN; GIVES GAME TO NORMAL

Ye! Texas Gathered More Points Than They Expected

Hustle produces again during the path of Coach Denny's eager group on Thursday, Dec. 16, as everyone were administered a collective awakening when they snapped a 20-12 victory to the Tumbleweeds of the Normal College at the Armour Gym.

The Tumbleweeds of Normal were given the benefit of the doubt that seems to have surrounded the shock of the season and were able to maintain a solid lead for the majority of the game.

The final score was 20-12 in favor of Texas, who managed to pull away at the end to secure the win.

BASKET COACH

Jennings Ranks Fifth
In City's Singles List, Is Second In Doubles

George Jennings, Armour's ace, has been leading his team to victory in both singles and doubles. He is currently ranked fifth in the city's singles list and second in doubles.

With his consistent performance, he has proven to be a valuable asset to his team's success.

Armour Sets New Record

Armour Sets New Record

On January 14, Armour set a new record in their recent match. The team managed to win 20-12, showcasing their dominance in the game.

The victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication, setting a new benchmark for their performance.

Armour Begins New Meet Schedule Monday

The team looks forward to new challenges and opportunities under their new meet schedule, aiming to continue their winning streak.

INTER-PARTY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Games Start January 14, 1928 P.M.

(1) Blue Delta Blues
(2) Sigma Kappa Delta
(3) Delta Tau
(4) Sigma Kappa Delta

These games will test the skill and strategy of the teams, providing exciting matches for fans and players alike.

INTER-PARTY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Games Start January 14, 1928

(1) Blue Delta Blues
(2) Sigma Kappa Delta
(3) Delta Tau
(4) Sigma Kappa Delta

These matches will determine the next steps for the teams in their competitive season.

Yates Smith of Armour was selected along with Blue Delta's David, while A. Smith and E. Klinekens held the first ranking.

The order of ranking in the singles is as follows:

(1) George Leitz, Jr.
(2) James Wise
(3) LeRoy Wise
(4) George Jennings, Jr.
(5) Charles Leitz

(6) Elliot Klinekens
(7) Jack Hart

(8) A. Kliner

WHO SAID WHAT

First of all, they have to be a pair of "good" players. Sampson later suffered a little injury and was replaced by Gower who carried on the good work.

As the clock ticked, Sampson passed into a field goal. With Gower passed, Sampson was able to grab the ball and score. With Gower passed, Sampson was able to grab the ball and score.

Leitz then passed Sampson, who grabbed the ball and scored a goal. Sampson then passed Leitz, who grabbed the ball and scored another goal.

WILLIE'S STUDENTS PROMOTE BETTER SPORTSMANSHIP

Whether or not the boating and lifting carried on by certain unscrupulous students, their basketball games should constitute, was decided by a mass meeting of the students. The students realized that the basketball games were not only a source of satisfaction, but that they contributed to the well-being of the college.

The group then passed a resolution that the basketball games should be conducted with the same spirit and discipline as the boating and lifting.

Father (comforted): Willie, just what is the height of your opinion.

Willie: Have it interest you, Dad.

Father (weary): I think it's a little bit over five feet.

FOR QUALITY AND LOW PRICES, VISIT BAILER'S

RESTURANT

INDIANA AND 23 STREET

It is considered the height of bad form, they say, to carry your own sandwich to a ride or to pack your own blanket for the week-end. But ideally, no such contemptible conventions surround the smoking of your own cigar. The cigar to a "Chesterfield," formally, is a cigarette which not only commands "good crick," but the highest of praise for its make.

"I'd rather have a Chesterfield!"—a next line, the mark of a real connoisseur and the preserve of six million smokers.